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Ts Alex Tan,
Senior
Consultant 
Has been conducting forensic investigation for more than 13 years.

Conducted various types of investigations such as fire, explosion, vehicle

identification, vehicle accident and accident reconstruction, lightning

damage, water damage, lift failures, machinery failures, mechanical

failures, electrical and electronic failures, chemical identification, glass

examination, and other forensic related cases.He has handled numerous

large losses in Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Thailand, Philippines,

Vietnam, China, South Korea, Brunei, Cambodia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and

India. Certified fire and explosion investigator (NAFI-CFEI), Professional

Technologist from MBOT and members of national and international

bodies, which include IFE, FSSM, NAFI, IAAI, IAFI, NAPARS, BEM, MBOT,

ASM, IMMM. Invited speakers and conducted CPD training for various

associations, insurance and adjusting companies



Forsci Consultancy Sdn Bhd paved its way into the industry

in 2019. Despite being a new company, the combined

experience of the consultants in Forensic Investigation

adds up to more than 30 years. Our consultants are

available to undertake site visits, provide reliable and well-

researched reports and serve as experts in forensic

investigation. Our strength is developed by our unique

ideas, modern approach, and values. We always strive to

provide excellent and efficient services by giving equal

importance to all who are involved in the industry: our

diverse and talented team, partners and clients. We pride

ourselves on our capacity to adapt to dynamic innovations,

while also ensuring that the needs of our valuable clients

are at the forefront of ForSci’s core interest.
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